Transient primary hypothyroidism in the newborn: experience of the Victorian Neonatal Thyroid Screening Programme.
Between May 1977 and December 1986, the Victorian Thyroid Screening Programme tested approximately 570,000 newborns for congenital hypothyroidism. One hundred and sixty-six cases of primary hypothyroidism, confirmed by formal thyroid function tests, were identified, of which 24 were later found to be transient. In addition, there were two patients with permanent dyshormonogenesis who passed through a stage of being biochemically euthyroid and so could have been diagnosed mistakenly as transient hypothyroidism. Fourteen of the transient cases were due to excessive intake of iodine. In two, this was due to maternal ingestion of iodide during pregnancy and in 12 the babies received large amounts of topical iodine antiseptic. Two cases were caused by maternal anti-thyroid antibodies and in eight instances the cause was unknown. The large number of cases due to the topical application of iodine antiseptic emphasizes the need for caution when using this substance in neonates.